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Preface e 

Onn a warm spring day, I am thinking about my time as a Ph.D. student. Five years of ups and 

downs,, enthusiasm and frustration, but above all a multitude of rewarding experiences and 

encounters.. None of these would have been possible without the support and advice from my 

supervisors,, colleagues, friends and family. 

Firstt and foremost, I would like to thank my two supervisors, Philip Wallage and Jim Hunton. 

Withoutt Philip, I would have never chosen the road to become a Ph.D. in the first place and 

withoutt Jim, I might not have stayed on this road. At first, the thought of doing a Ph.D. in the 

areaa of business studies appeared quite unrealistic to me. Having studied media and 

communications,, I didn't understand how I would be able to contribute to a discipline that I 

wass entirely unfamiliar with. Philip, whom I had worked with during my Master's thesis, 

howeverr won me over. He guided me through the first phase of my Ph.D., and helped me 

gainn an overview of the research discipline. It is also thanks to him that the "Postdoctorale 

Opleidingg Accountancy" at the Universiteit van Amsterdam sponsored part of my Ph.D. 

Duringg my second phase, I was given the opportunity to spend three semesters at the College 

off  Business Administration, University of South Florida. During this time, I specified my 

researchh topic and theory with the help of Jim Hunton. I am grateful to him for showing me 

thee beauty of behavioral research, and for teaching me how to think and write academically. 

Further,, my thanks go to Rosann Collins, Gary Holstrum, David Ortinau and Terry Sincich 

forr letting me sit in on their excellent doctoral courses and learn from their research 

experience.. I am also grateful to Robert Knechel for inviting me to Gainesville and for 

offeringg his useful comments as a committee member. 

Havingg gained crucial theoretical and methodological knowledge in the United States, I 

startedd designing my experiment once I had returned to Amsterdam. Many people deserve 

myy sincere gratitude for helping me develop and run the experiment. First, I would like to 

thankk Thomas Koelemeijer and Michael Sandifort, who both did a great job at developing 

andd programming the experimental software. Joris van Ballegoijen offered his skills not only 

ass a professional cameraman but also as an excellent actor and English-Dutch translator; I 

thankk him for his efforts and patience. 
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Oncee the experiment was programmed, I faced one of the most critical points of my time as a 

Ph.D.Ph.D. student. Reaching the necessary amount of student participants appeared to be a bigger 

problemm than anticipated. Slowly but surely, the problem was solved, thanks to many. Paul 

Hurkss and Eddy Vaassen enabled access to graduate students at the Vrije Universiteit van 

Amsterdamm and Universiteit Maastricht, allowing me to pilot-test the experiment. Marieke 

Hartman,, Martin Hooft, Jan Driessen and Jeroen Groeneveld (Universiteit van Amsterdam) 

andd Henk Langendijk (Universiteit Nyenrode) helped me to get in touch with the students 

thatt participated in my final experiment. I would also like to thank all students for 

participating!!  Experiments were run in the CREED lab of the Universiteit van Amsterdam 

andd the computer facilities of Universiteit Nyenrode; I would like to thank Jos Theelen and 

Ronaldd Stuifzand for their support. At countless moments, Bas Smit offered his last-minute 

helpp on programming issues, for which I am truly grateful. 

II  am indebted to Hans van der Heijden for his inspiration and helpful advice throughout these 

pastt years. Further, I would like to thank my other committee members Hans Jagers, Edo 

Rooss Lindgreen and Arnold Schilder for their comments in the final stage. 

Thee planning and organization of the Edispuut conference in 2001 was an educative and fun 

experience,, largely thanks to Tibert Verhagen and Thomas Adelaar. 

Beingg surrounded by caring friends was a necessary condition for me to reach the finishing 

line.. Special thanks go to my two paranymphs. The online and offline contact with my 

'roomie'' and friend Onno continuously helped me to put things into perspective and pulled 

mee up when I was down. I was fortunate to have met Julia who proved to be a caring and 

optimisticc friend, always open for advice and support in personal and work-related issues. I 

wouldd also like to express my gratitude to all other friends in and outside of my work 

environmentt for their care and support. 

Beingg abroad and far away from my family members has demonstrated their great importance 

inn my life. Daniel, thank you for being a great Ph.D. role model! Rebecca and Katarina, 

thankk you for being there in moments of joy and sadness! 

Finally,, I am forever indebted to my parents for their constant support and stimulation. I 

dedicatee this dissertation to them. 

Amsterdam,Amsterdam, May 2004 
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